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Abstract

This article contains relevant concepts of cognitive psychology and software psychology and

a framework of the software engineering method based on these concepts. Cognitive psychology

was studied with special attention for the di�erences between problem solving with help of

existing (partial) solutions (reuse) and without help of existing (partial) solutions (no reuse).
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1 Introduction

This article contains relevant concepts of cognitive psychology and software psychology and a frame-

work of the software engineering method based on these concepts. Cognitive psychology studies

how humans solve problems. Software psychology studies a.o. specialised problem solving methods

for software engineering. And thus can be seen as applied cognitive psychology. Cognitive psy-

chology was studied with special attention for the di�erences between problem solving with help of

existing (partial) solutions (reuse) and without help of existing (partial) solutions (no reuse). In a

later stage the framework will be completed with insight from software engineering and reuse to a

software engineering method which supports reuse. The method will be veri�ed with a statistical

experiment.

A rational for the use of cognitive psychology is given. The used concepts of cognitive psychology

and software psychology are described with their literature references as they are no common

knowledge in the software engineering society. They are also described to provide the reader with

the necessary information for criticising the used ideas, our interpretation of the ideas, or our usage

of the ideas. For an overview of our �ndings in the �eld of cognitive psychology see [5].

The software engineering method being developed has to support compositional reuse and has

to result in at least the same quality products as existing software engineering methods. The goal,

group, application domain, metrics, and the way of testing the method are described in [6]
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2 Why Cognitive Aspects in Software Engineering

The software engineering process can be seen as the capturing of information and the solving

of problems with humans as the driving force. In this view it is of interest how humans work

with information and how they solve problems. Problem solving is the creative activity of �nding

a correct implementation given certain requirements. Within this view on software engineering

cognitive psychology can be a help.

Humans tried to formalise and control the problem solving aspect of software engineering by

developing the waterfall model. This conventional life cycle model can be traced to the reductionist

mode of inquiry in planning and logistics. Planning and logistics were emerging as organised and

systematic approaches to problem solving [1]. The waterfall model is nothing more or less then a

general problem solving method stated in software engineering terms.

As software systems grew complexer and larger, a systematic and organised approach for problem

solving on a more detailed level was needed. An approach to �ll this need was in the form of increased

attention on intermediate products and veri�cation steps of the transition [1]. This veri�cation is

a step which was already accentuated in cognitive psychology [16]. That need could already have

been ful�lled before feeling it.

As software had to be written for more divers systems and for less well informed people problems

occurred with stating all the requirements beforehand and taking all design decisions beforehand.

This was already known in cognitive psychology from experiments with problem solvers. But than

in the form that a problem can only be stated in the direction of a possible solution [7]. An example

is with students who do not understand a lecture, they only can tell you that they do not understand

the lecture but not in what way or what part of the lecture was outside their comprehension.

Another part of this problem, not yet understood by software engineers, is caused by the fact that

only experienced people can work top down and give a good structured solution. Less experienced

people have to go forwards and backwards in abstraction level to be able to solve a problem.

Software engineers now try to �ll this need in very divers ways: spiral model; rapid prototyping;

transformational approach; incremental development; etc. As the evaluation of what caused the

problem only gave part of the cause, this solution is only partial and in the near future software

engineers will see that rapid prototyping does not solve all of the problem.

Because of all the reasons for changing the conventional life cycle model and the fact that it is

faster to use knowledge already in existence, in this paper the software engineering process will be

redeveloped with help of knowledge from the cognitive psychology in order to pro�t from things

which are already correct and to get knowledge about what to avoid.

3 Why Cognitive Aspects in Reuse

Reuse is the use of existing partial solutions (components) by humans in such a way that combined

together given requirements are ful�lled. Several cognitive problems prevent users from successfully

exploiting reusable components, a.o. understanding what a reusable component does and when to

apply it. In this view reuse is also problem solving.

Understanding a component is done by learning (about) the component. >From cognitive psy-

chology we know that there are basically two ways of understanding a component, the broad general
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notion of the features which makes it possible to use the component outside the scope of learning

(important for reuse) and the functional �xedness understanding which prevents use outside the

scope of learning (hinders reuse). In the �rst kind of learning a brick has volume, weight, colour, ....,

in the second kind of learning a brick can be used for building buildings. This di�erent perception

makes that the question: "give thirty di�erent usages of a brick" is easier to answer if the �rst kind

of learning has occurred. In cognitive psychology it is known how to learn about things in order to

get the �rst kind of learning and how to stimulate the second kind of learning. This problem is not

yet recognised in the reuse world, but it is not necessary to encounter the problem if we pro�t now

from knowledge of cognitive psychology.

The other problem, when to apply a component, is already encountered. In an experiment with

reuse Maiden and Sutcli�e [10] saw that without guidelines reuse was degraded to copying without

understanding why and what was used. And therefor not the right usage was made of the reusable

components. It was a form of mental laziness. This phenomenon was already known for at least

twenty years in cognitive psychology [9]. So, once again, problems relevant for reuse were already

known in cognitive psychology before they were known within the software engineering/reuse �eld.

And, in cognitive psychology a solution for these problems exist [11] where we, software engineers

and reusers, have to start with looking for a solution.

As we want our �eld of science to mature as quickly as possible, let's make use of the knowledge

of cognitive psychology now we know it exists and now we know it is applicable to both the software

engineering process as well as to reuse.

4 Main Conclusions from Cognitive Psychology

The main conclusions are on the �eld of problem solving methods, how reusable components have

to be learned and how to stimulate creativity. They are described in this section.

Depending on the understanding of the description of the problem (ie. requirements) and the

familiarity with the reusable components, there exist three kinds of obstacles for �nding a solution.

The three kinds are: interpolation problem, dialectic problem, and synthesis problem [4]. An

interpolation problem occurs when the combination of a good understanding of the problem and

the components happens. A dialectic problem occurs when the combination of a good understanding

of the components and a low understanding of the problem happens. A synthesis problem occurs

when the combination of a bad understanding of the components and a high understanding of

the problem happens. A combination of dialectic and synthesis problem exist in case of a low

understanding of the problem and of the components. The problem solving methods which one has

to follow depending on the kind of obstacle are described in [4]. General problem solving methods

are described in [16, 17, 25].

Two kinds of learning of components can be of importance for the reuser. The �rst kind of learn-

ing is the acquisition of broad, non-speci�c, general notions about the properties of the component

experienced. This seems to provide the knowledge repertoire essential for productive (�creative)

thinking. The second kind of learning is the acquisition of experiences which provides perceptions of

speci�c, limited, functional characteristics. This seems to lead to \functional �xedness" in problem

solving perceptions. Such �xedness limits the range of perceptual organisations capable of being

developed by the reuser and so interferes with problem solving [3].
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It is clear that the functional �xedness kind of learning is of little use for a reuser, but it is of

use for a problem solver who only solves one kind of problems. The discrepancy between usefulness

and uselessness of functional �xedness can be overcome by learning basic speci�c facts coupled with

general problem solving techniques. In [11] it is advised to learn �rst the global concepts used by

the component before the mechanics.

The main di�erence for problem solving with and without existing components was lain in the

fact that components could be seen as giving a hint as in which direction to look for a solution.

The solving of problems asks for creativity. By accepting the idea that the long term memory

is associative [26] and that knowledge in the long term memory is clustered into schemata [12] and

that the retrieval of knowledge from the long term memory is keyword-based [26] we can sketch an

approach for being creative [26]. The memory has to be prepared to meet the conditions required

for creativity. By storing a lot of questions in the memory answers will be recognised when they

come along. Thus during the process of learning one has to ask oneself all the \w"-questions, why,

when, where, etc. One also has to try to relate new information to the own schemata [26]. If a

rich store of novel integrative schemata and unanswered questions exists in memory, and if good

cognitive plans for playing with ideas exist, ideas can be created on demand much as any other skill

can be performed [26].

5 Main Conclusions from Software Psychology

The main conclusions are about the existence of cognitive processes in software engineering, neces-

sary mental make-up, how to understand problems and what the problems are with reuse.

Software engineering can be seen as a special form of problem solving. The splitting of the

software lice cycle into several steps is the division of a problem into subproblems (a general problem

solving method). The use of program plans [18, 8, 28, 27] can be compared with the schemata [12].

Functional �xedness in programming was proved by [11]. All these �ndings supported the idea that

conclusions from cognitive psychology can be used in software engineering.

A di�erent mentalmake-up was needed in the di�erent stages of the software engineering process.

The ability to live with uncertainties and the ability to make decisions is necessary in the beginning

of the life cycle, whereas the ability of convulsive preciseness is necessary at the end [21].

Without knowledge of problem-related concepts, the memory quickly reaches its limits when

trying to understand code [21]. This is because the knowledge can not be related to existing

schemata and thus has to be stored as separate facts (for the time being in the short term memory

which is non-associative and can contain up till 7 items) [14, 26, 21, 13]. Thus documentation of

code has to give the used concepts of the application domain and the used concepts of the computer

domain.

There are di�erent approaches when trying to understand code, a systematic strategy and an

ad hoc strategy [8, 15]. In the systematic approach �rst the total documentation is studied in a

systematic manner. In the ad hoc approach documentation is read at random. The systematic

approach can take too much time for large pieces of program and the ad hoc strategy gives poorer

results when adapting a program. Therefor documentation has to be in such a way that it is easy to

combine both strategies in an intelligent manner. The documentation has also to be in such a way

that the limits of the memory are not reached very quickly. The documentation is best understood
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if it is in a very succinct symbology [20], the spatial arrangement is of less importance.

In [10] mental laziness is remarked as one of the problems with reuse. In [9] some experiments are

done about how to prevent that the habit masters the individual instead of the individual mastering

the habit. It appears that by promoting productive thinking the problem of mental laziness could

be overcome. If a solution is actively verbalised transformation to new situations becomes easier

[12]. This improves reuse. The active participation in �nding a solution improves the recognition

of the possibility of applying the solution to other areas [12].

6 A Framework for a Software Engineering Method

Although software engineering life cycles can di�er very much, they all have about the same division

in analysis, requirements, design, implementation, testing and debugging. These same phases,

although not necessarily in this order or with the same emphasis, are the phases of the framework.

In this section concrete use is made from the �ndings described in the former two sections.

Before modi�cation is possible, the part of the product to be modi�ed has to exist. Before

debugging, tests have to be applied. Before it is possible to test, design and/or implementation

has to be done, etc. But, is it necessary to have the requirements �nished before looking at the

design phase? As humans can be seen as opportunistic processors [7], and as we always use past

experience, the answer is \no". Before the requirements are �nished, it has to be known whether

they are implementable. For making a choice between alternatives with regard to reuse, ease of

implementation, and risks one has to look ahead. Also because a problem can only be stated in

the direction of a possible solution one has to look ahead [19]. And of course, because of changing

insights and bugs one has to go back to previous phases and one has to look back to be able to

learn. Because of all these reasons a yoyo approach is suggested as an ordering of the phases, where

the going down and up is steered by an \as-needed" strategy.

In every phase the understanding of the problem, the focusing on reuse, and learning are stressed.

Understanding is emphasised because the right problem has to be solved.

Components have to exist in the environment to be able to reuse. A components base is coupled

with a means to select potentially useful components. In an experiment [12] 2.4 minutes were

necessary to �nd a solution when only useful components were given, 7.5 minutes were necessary

when all components where given and hints about which ones were useful, and 15.2 minutes were

necessary when the same components were given as to the former group but no attention was drawn

to potential useful components. This means that the selection mechanism is critical.

The method emphasises learning as only components which are known can be used correctly

and as things which one has learned can be reused easier than things fairly unknown to the (re)user.

Possible ways to integrate learning are:

� The organisation of persons on jobs has to be done in such a way that a junior software

engineer is mentored by a senior one. In this way real-time feedback on the work of the junior

is possible.

� Feedback from next stages has to reach the engineer also as one learns most from ones own

errors.
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� All software engineers have regular sessions to play with the (new) reusable components, in

order to learn them in a context free way.

� The software engineers have to learn general problem solving techniques to improve their

creativity.

A possible manner to help learning passively is by documenting. Documentation has to state the

relations among concepts backgrounds and why's. Also alternatives with their pro's and con's and

the reason for their disregarding have to be documented. This emphasises learning. The experienced

software engineers in the application domain have to contribute to be sure the information is already

computer oriented formulated.

7 Conclusion

A framework for a software engineering method was retrieved from cognitive psychology and soft-

ware psychology, without any considerations on management, economics, and current software

engineering practices. The resulting idea corresponds with current developments in software engi-

neering practice about rapid prototyping and operational approach [2]. The way of working when

developing the framework was the same as suggested in the framework. This �rst \evaluation" gave

the impression of an ergonomic and tailorable whole in which much reuse was done. Work has to

be done on the software engineering side of the method.
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